
1. WHAT ARE FRENCH LEASEBACKS?

Sale and leaseback is equivalent to a French state-sponsored buy-to-let scheme: a secure low risk
investment.

They were introduced to help boosting the construction industry: first in the bigger cities and 
inmediately after all over France.
French and international investors that made a long-term investment get several tax advantatges 
as well as a guaranteed rental return.  
Althought the idea exists since over 30 years, it's still very active and this way investors provide 
funding for the developers supplying the market with a specific product of huge demand, create 
jobs, boost tourism, etc..
The commonest form of leaseback to purchase a freehold new-build property off-plan. This is then 
leased back to the managing company, with a rent guarantee for a period of at least nine years 
(maximum 11), being renewed after each period. 

2. TYPE OF LEASEBACKS

There are several types of assets that can be purchased depending on the preferences of the 
investor. A resume, without being complete:

− Common city rental apartments
− Student accomodation
− Senior residences
− Tourist residences

The first ones give a slight larger return because they are operated all year long and the investor 
doesn't make any use of it.

Tourist residences offer a lower return precisely because they're season related, but they offer the 
investor the possibility to enjoy his asset. Adding the value of these stays to the cash paid return, 
the total revenues use to be higher then the ones of the other options.

3. PROS

– Mortgage availability: banks appreciate the secure nature of leaseback properties.
– Fully managed rental: buyers receive a guaranteed rental income which makes it easier to 

plan both the initial purchase and the ongoing costs of the property. The management 
company is the only one in  charge of all rentals and maintains the property to the legal 
hotel-room standards.

– Hassle-free property management. Utility costs, upkeep and some local taxes are all 
organised by the management company.

– Private luxury facilities. Leasebacks have to cater for the growing needs of international 
tourists and therefore must feature use private leisure facilities such as pools, spas, 
reception/concierge. 

− Good locations - because leaseback properties are built to supply the tourism market they 
are usually very well located. In some cases local councils will only give building permission



to leasebacks as classic property development will not contribute to the ongoing economy 
of the resort. Great value increase!!

− Comfort: full maintenance done by operating company, heating, fluids, painting, ALL 
INCLUDED.

− Everything prepared and apartment warmed upon your arrival.
− The first lease term is signed for 9 years, renewable. After the 9 years, the operator 

proposes different options similar to the first ones to choose out for the next period of 9 
years.

4. WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW

4.1. TAXES

VAT on new build Real Estate purchase is of 19,60%.
As mentionned earlier, the French governement refunds the amount once checked that the 
requested legal conditions are completed: this can take up to 9 months between the moment of 
signing the deed and the refund.
INVEREXPAN FRANCE sarl advances this amount for its clients giving the opportunity for them 
only to pay the purchase price excluding VAT.

One of the legal conditions is that the lease contract should have at least 9 years with a renewing 
clause. The law requires in total a 20 years lease.

4.2. TAXE FONCIÈRE

Or the local owner tax.
This is payable by the owner each year and a good approximation is to multiply the surface by 12€.

Example: an average 2 bedrooms apartment of 50 sq.m. requires a local tax os 600€ per annum.

4.3. RUNNING CHARGES

In operated coownerships and specially in Résidence LE RUITOR 4*, the “syndic” is the legally 
responsible of the survey of the asset but the execution is done by the managing company who 
charges a small flat-rate fee.
In our case: 20€/sq.m./per annum for surfaces with a ceiling higher then 1,80m and for surface with
lower ceilings, 10€/sq.m./per annum.

Example:  an average 2 bedrooms apartment of 50 sq.m. requires a participation of 1.000 € per 
annum.

4.4. STOPPING THE LEASE

Before stopping the lease (specially during the first 20 years), one should consider several points.

− Term: the full VAT is refunded with the compromise to rent the asset for 20 years. If the 
owner stops the lease before, he should pay the proportional part of the remaining period.

P.e.: stop of the lease in year 11, he should pay 9/20th parts of the VAT.
− Right for indemnity: being a commercial lease, the lessee (operator) has an unalienable 

right to claim an indemnity. Another case will be if he claims or not.
− When the developer builds a new project under the leaseback scheme, he ususaly gets a 

better price per square meter. When the lease is stopped before the 20 years, the 
difference in price per square meter should be paid.

− BUT: you can sell any moment and the purchaser will take over the lease, so you have 
nothing to pay!


